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Tetzdreh

Parshat " Zachor"
The Sidrah of Tezaveh and the second of the 'four portions'Parshat Zachor---otten coincidg and indeed it is an appropriate
linking together of two Torah readings which complement one
another. For from the episodeof Amalek's attack, which Zachor
commands us to remember, and from the Sidrah of Tezaveh
which always falls on the week of Moshe Rabainu's yahrzeit,
we can learn a lesson which we must never forget-namely,
our vulnerability when we falter in Torah learning and observance and the eternal injluence of Moshe our Teacher on all
generations.
In this week's Si&ah, we are commanded to raise up the
eternal light the ner tamid. How fitting that this portion of
Torah, which does not mention Moshe's name,l still alludes
to his greatest (egacy, the etemal light of Torah which he lit
in our hearts and minds for dl time. The C]nazalcomment that
the command was to 'kindle the light so that the flame would
rise by itself.'2 This Moshe did by transmitting the Torah to
Israel. He kindled the spark of Torah and the flame has never
been extinguished. As a candle which lights others and is itself
not diminished so is the name and memory of Moshe Rabainu
whose yalrl.zeit we mark on Zayin Adar.
A wise Torah scholar once remarked most perceptively that
even though we are told regarding Moshes "and no man knows
his burial place unto this day," still we do know where he is
buried; in the heart of every [ew who cherishes Torah. It is this
firm belief that aMoshe is true and his Torah is true" which
has insured our survival as a nation and it is precisely this
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belief which is challenged by the forces of Amalek who appear
in various guises through our history, but always with one
objective, to undermine our faith and to weaken our resolve to
remain an "Am Ha'torah," a people of Torah.
What are we told to remember on this ShabbosZachorl The
attack of Amalek upon our forefathers when they left Egypt.
But it is important to read the event as described in
"Beshalach": "Artd Amalek came and fought with Israel in
Rephidim."4 Chazal comment on the name Rephidim, which
is related to the word "Rafeh, " meaning weak or wavering, that
the Jews wavered in their trust in the Almighty and their faith
in the Torah. The numerical equivalent of Amalek, in Hebrew,
is identical to that of "sofek" which means doubt! Amalek
represents the evil forces of our enemies who plant doubts in
our hearts and who causeus to waver in our faith and undermine
oru "emunaft." This is our vulnerability. Our strength and
ability to withstand the onslaught of our enemies is measured
not by our physical and military might, but by our adherence
to Torah and our firm faith in G-d. When we falter in this trust
and commitment, then we become vulnerable to attack. It is
this we must remember and never forget, to recognize the true
source of our strength.
Hence the link between Tezaveh and Zachor, as well as the
holiday of Purim, when Haman also sensed our vulnerability
as he states,according to Chazal,s'A people that slumber and
ignore the mitzvos' and who 'do not observe the laws of the
King'referring to the King of Kings-the Almighty. It is ever
our task to keep the light of Torah, which Moshe taught us,
buming brightly so that Amalek will have no power over us,
especially in these perilous times. How important it is therefore
to set aside time for Torah study every day. By so doing we
will merit to witness a period marked by "light and joy"-so
may it come to pass-",kain tih'yeh Lanu."
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